An improvement is made to two results of Brown and Shepp which are useful in calculations with fractal sets.
Introduction
Recently there has been a resurgence the study of sum sets. They have, inter alia, application to fractals, which can often be attractors or Markov attractors of iterated function systems (see the seminal paper of Barnsley and Demko [1] ). Measure properties of sum sets are important in the study of dynamical systems (see, for example, Newhouse [5] and Palis and Takens [6] 
On two lemmas of Brown and Shepp having application to sum sets and fractals and, if further a : b = log n : log m, then
where the mean of order t is
M,(x,u) = and the sum of order t is S,(x) = 'A
It is implicit in these statements that x = (*,•)?> u = (w;)". y = (yd™, v = (v,)™ have positive entries, that £ H, = 1 = £ u, and that m may differ from n. Various applications of (ii) are given by Brown [2] and Brown and Shepp [3] .
Results
We now proceed to some useful extensions of these results. 
Since A -7 = -( / = 1.2), [4] On two lemmas of Brown and Shepp having application to sum sets and fractals 63 so that^y , v) hl \ (11)
Combining (10) and (11) gives, via (7), that and the desired result follows as before. 
